
 

AKJ Launches AKJ Vault: an institutional-grade crypto asset custody solution for hedge 
funds built on Fireblocks custody technology, in partnership with NBX 

AKJ, the leading crypto hedge fund ecosystem in Europe, launches institutional-grade on-
chain custody solution specifically catered for hedge funds, solving their unique needs for 
secure, compliant and seamless management of digital assets. 

Today AKJ announces the launch of AKJ Vault, a platform for secure on-chain digital asset 
management. Powered by Fireblocks' industry-leading custody technology and in 
collaboration with custody services provider NBX, AKJ Vault addresses the unique 
challenges faced by hedge fund managers in the dynamic digital asset landscape.  

Fireblocks is widely recognized as the leader in multi-party computation (MPC) technology, 
offering institutional-grade digital assets infrastructure. Building on this technology enables 
AKJ to provide an unrivalled solution with security and scalability as the central focus. 

As part of the service, AKJ has formed a strategic partnership with NBX, a Norwegian VASP 
(Virtual Asset Service Provider) and licensed EMI institution, serving as the ultimate 
custodian, safekeeper of key materials and responsible for fulfilling regulatory requirements 
for AKJ Vault. This collaboration ensures adherence to compliance standards while 
providing best-in-class competence and protocols for secure custody. 

"Thanks to MiCA, crypto industry actors are finally in a situation where we know what 
regulations we need to adhere to. This makes it much easier to innovate and launch new 
services at scale in the market. NBX has proven strength and prowess within security and 
on-chain AML monitoring and maintains all required registrations to operate as a crypto 
custodian. Having an independent custodian and safekeeper through NBX is a clear value-
add for AKJ as investment managers,” said Øyvind Pedersen Jr., Chief Product Officer at 
AKJ. 

“With this launch, we will extend our offering to an institutional client base. Historically, 
crypto has been aimed more at retail investors, but now we see that the institutional 
business segment needs similar solutions. In that context, it is only natural to work with AKJ, 
as a central and leading player within institutional crypto with their hedge fund platform. 
AKJ brings a unique client base of crypto hedge funds and an ecosystem of services where 
this product will be integrated,” said Stig A. Kjos-Mathisen, CEO of NBX. 
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About AKJ 

The AKJ group of companies (being AKJt Holdings Limited and AK Jensen Group Limited 
and their subsidiaries), established in 1995, is owned by shareholders who collectively have 
over US$24 billion in assets under management. The group serves hedge fund and 
institutional clients in 35 countries around the world. 

The AKJ Ecosystem, a fully integrated digital asset environment that provides institution-
grade solutions for hedge fund managers, offers diversified access to the digital asset 
economy for institutional investors. 

 

About NBX: 

Norwegian Block Exchange (NBX) is a financial services company building products and 
services based on digital assets. NBX operates one of the largest platforms for trading 
cryptocurrencies in the Nordics. 

 

For more information about AKJ visit: https://www.akj.com. 

For more information about NBX visit: https://nbx.com.  
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